from hispanophone prerevolutionary Cuba there is Guillermo Cabrera Infante's Tres tristes tigres, and from Martinique is Patrick Chamoiseau's Solibo Magnifi que. It is not its choice of fi ction, however (although these are all signifi cant texts within their own cultural contexts, novels whose use of the mask gives them a particular standing within their various literary canons), from which Masking and Power derives its critical salience. Th e signifi cance of Aching's project resides in his capacity, in a geographical area fraught with cultural divides that are primarily "linguistic" in character, to read the Caribbean as a single-and singular-region, a geopolitical entity bound together by cultural practices-especially the shared love of carnival and its politics, the variegated use of the mask from Port of Spain to Port-au-Prince. In a region where English, Spanish, French, and Dutch, to say nothing of languages such as Hindi or Arabic, function not only as linguistic markers of colonial origin but as absolute cultural borders, in a region where ideology has historically divided, in a region where cultural nationalists, from the various black power movements of the 1970s to Hindu nationalists in contemporary Trinidad, Aching identifi es (without refuting the importance of regional diff erence) in and through the mask cultural common ground, a shared history of resistance to colonialism. Masking is the cultural practice that transcends ethnic, racial, or linguistic or European-derived boundaries.
What binds the Caribbean, and these three novels, is a shared propensity for the fi ctional and the actual carnivals to reveal what Aching labels "politics on a lower frequency": resistance by a dominated group without much access to power, that is subtle, underhanded, innovative, full of subterfuge and disguise; resistance that sometimes takes the form of "agreement" with or the "endorsement" of hegemony, or performing its subjugation for the ruling bloc while undermining domination through what Homi Bhabha has dubbed "sly civility." In the terms of Invisible Man's grandfather, this is political resistance through the art of "yes-sing them to death and destruction." Th e Ellisonian politics of interrogations, however, represents a modality that Masking and Power will not endorse. (Which is not to say that there is no desire to underwrite a cultural politics of resistance to the dominant order that is effi cacious in its subversive oppositionality; Aching recognizes that such a politics is no longer viable or available in the fi ction or in street practice itself.) Neither, however-and here Aching's reading is at its most subtle-does Masking and Power dismiss carnival as a site of political resistance. Th ere is, instead, a novel-by-novel, which is to say region-by-region, critical undoing-the critical act of "taking apart" the carnival as a deeply historicized and, one might also say, romanticized, cultural practice into and onto which resistance is too often and too easily inscribed-of carnival literature. Aching's rendering of carnival is indebted to the impact of Mikhail Bakhtin's work in Rabelais and His World, a text foundational in the study of the carnivalesque because of its ability to make public the subterranean popular (resistances) that marked not only medieval and Renaissance lives but all subsequent carnivals.
Th ere is, however, for Aching an Ellisonian reverberation in Bakhtin's text. Published only in 1965, after having been conceived and written some three decades earlier in the era of "Soviet socialist realism," Rabelais and His World not only functions as an endorsement of early modernity's rambunctious underclass but stands implicitly as an indictment of the Stalinist restrictions on cultural critique. Bakhtin's work was not allowed public audibility in the era of Stalinist repression. Key to any deployment of Bakhtin's text is, for this reason, not only what Rabelais and His World says but the context of articulation: the historical conjuncture in which carnival is written about, invoked, depended upon, publicly acknowledged, and embraced as a politics. It is for this reason that Masking and Power constitutes, in its own moment, less an examination of the politics of carnival than an interrogation of carnival as a politics: why has this particular Caribbean cultural practice been so overdetermined as an expression of subaltern oppositionality? Why is carnival always understood as politically more, and culturally less than, itself? And the most important issue at stake in Aching's study of carnival, does the politics of resistance have a future in Caribbean carnival?
Framing all these questions is, as in Bakhtin's case, a particular historical fear. If the Russian theorist Bakhtin's work is girded by the specter of Stalinist repression, then Aching's text is haunted not so much by ideological repression than by an equally resonant anxiety: the failure of the postcolonial state in the Caribbean. So much is expected of carnival, so much is enunciated as the carnivalesque because the politics of resistance it once formed part of is in danger of ideological liquidation. Th ough the hegemonic classes have changed in terms of race if not ideology, carnival is being asked to contain and speak resistance, if only to a diff erent power, to an authority who once participated in-as masked opponents-carnival but now constitutes a ruling elite eager to neuter the Caribbean's Rabelaisian masses.
Aching off ers a Caribbean paradigm that functions as the equivalent of "Afropessimism," a profound sense of hopelessness about the condition and the future of the African continent. Carib-pessimism translates in Masking and Power as a cynicism that pervades the literature about the region, the reneging of the promises made by the now-comprador class that sustained the carnival from the nineteenth century to the moment of independence. Th is is the framework in which Lovelace, Cabrera Infante, and Chamoiseau conceive their fi ction. It is to, and out of, this particular Caribbean context that Aching addresses his critique of carnival. Because the conditions of possibility (for resistance) are so circumscribed, arguably even anachronistic, Masking and Power is compelled to read for resistance in a completely new way. It is not simply that resistance registers itself on both the lower and the "higher" frequencies, but the very plausibility of resistance is drawn into question by Aching. It is in posing these issues, in reading these novels as ambivalent articulations of resistance, that Masking and Power makes its most incisive contribution to the criticism of masking in the Caribbean culture. By delineating the historical role of the mask and the uses it is being put to in the contemporary Caribbean, so removed from its earlier function as a symbol of "black power" and agency, Aching off ers a reconceptualized understanding of masking, mimicry, and cultural oppositionality. Th e mask cannot, as it were, be seen as it traditionally has: by becoming exposed, more integrated into and represented as the carnivalesque face of the nation, the mask no longer possess its historic veracity. Th e mask cannot be trusted anymore, as these works of fi ction demonstrate, as a symbol of resistance, in part because it has been dislodged from the lower frequency into a more voluble audibility.
While Aching wrongly attributes the origin of the concept "lower frequency" to Paul Gilroy rather than Ellison, Masking and Power represents a careful grappling with the impact of a politics of resistance that is neither "grand" in its narrative or ideological structure nor inevitably triumphalist in its outcome. Skeptical of this conventional mode of conducting radical politics, Aching explains why the "lower frequency" has been dismissed by those who favor a more orthodox approach to social transformation: "Popular revolts, it is often argued, fail because they are chaotic, carnivalesque, or improvised, and subsequently, because they supposedly fall short of achieving the status of those famous, occidental narratives of revolution that emerged at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries" (9). Aching, tellingly, is not in complete disagreement with this evaluation. Instead of making the by now rote argument that both anti-and postcolonial resistance was and is everywhere, he proff ers-in a critical tone that is reserved but unyielding in its interrogation-a lower frequency politics that is almost spent.
Working in a theoretical model constructed, in equal and strategic doses, out of the thinking of Bakhtin, Lacan, and Zizek, Masking and Power is the postcarnivalesque path less taken. Aching's postcarnivalesque is a critique of the politics of resistance where even the lower frequency variety has been consumed and co-opted by the ruling elite. It constitutes that mode of subversion where all political acts against the postcolonial state are rendered uncertain: what kind of resistance can the carnival give voice to when "carnival is big business," when the Bakhtinian masses have been deracinated from their moment and located in a mode where the historically disenfranchised have been fi ssured into the rulers and the ruled, assigned new historical roles that divide them? Masking and Power, in its Carib-pessimism mode, marks the end of anti-postcolonial resistance within the independent third world state. Aching's is the postlapsarian rendering of Caribbean postcoloniality. Stripping the Trinidadian mas of Lovelace's novel, Cabrera Infante's aging bolero singer, and Chamoiseau's dead conteur of their various romances, Masking and Power identifi es in the literature of the West Indian carnival a phenomenon more crucial than the recording of resistance on a lower frequency or politics in a seldom heard or recognized register: the reign of epistemological resignation, the putative victory of the neoliberal postcolonial state over its economically disenfranchised constituents. (Aching's work recognizes that the wretched of the postcolonial earth shall be dispossessed forever.) Carnival is indeed "big business," and like global conglomerates, it appropriates to itself not only cultural artifacts but the oppositionality at the core of historically resistant cultural practices.
In the fi ction of Lovelace, Cabrera Infante, and Chamoiseau, as critics of globalization warned, (the) culture is the state. Th e state organizes and orchestrates its cultural representation, especially when it is in the business of "masking" (and marketing) its third world self for a Euro-American audience. As Aching argues, "it is the offi cial and unoffi cial pressures to stifl e social critique in the name of 'proper' images that portend the most danger for democratic expression and national culture" (79). Grim as this portrait is, Aching underestimates the "portent" of the "danger." Th e state alone possesses the power to authorize masking, in the process of which it no longer needs to mask its own power. Th at is the apogetic mode for the mask, when it no longer has to disguise itself. It is an understanding of power that, while the concept forms half of the title, Aching neither fully explores or elaborates. Instead, Aching uses the novels' protagonists to make evident the devastated postcarnivalesque landscape. While this strategy is skillfully deployed, especially in his reading of Lovelace and the carnival economy that sustains the subaltern community, Aching is too often allusive in his critique of neoliberalism. Th e economics of carnival, as it has been transformed from the subversive practice of the colonized into the emblematic event of the postcolonial nation-state, is a critique that Aching only gestures toward without even fully engaging. It is a critique that would have sharpened Masking and Power, especially in terms of its capacity to demonstrate how "power" works through the fl ow of capital-or, how capital fl ows into the state's coff ers through the marketing of carnival.
Th e ubiquity of the state's power is such that Lovelace's main protagonist, Aldrick, frankly acknowledges, "I don't know." Th is admission from a character who tradition-ally leads the carnival is salient because it marks more than the limitations of the mask as vehicle for resisting the postcolonial elite or the increasing privatization and nationalization of carnival. Th e Dragon Can't Dance, a novel that is in both senses of the term about the "end" of carnival, set in a community that survives economically and psychically because of the annual event, announces, through the tragic-heroic Aldrick (the leader who can no longer lead, the cultural practice that is losing its veracity, the community that is now rendered hopeless, jobless, and left to confront its own ideological implosion), a devastating uncertainty. Aldrick's "I don't know" is the fi rst utterance in a new epistemology. In giving public voice, as the carnival's "dragon" (its most fearsome face), to the enormity of what it is he does not know, Aldrick enunciates a new postcolonial knowledge. Decades after the end of postcolonial innocence, which followed all too soon after third world independence, and the subaltern's hope for a reconstituted, perhaps even just social order, Th e Dragon Can't Dance bears even bleaker news: no one, not even the most revered trickster fi gure in or the most intimidating incarnation of carnival mythology, the dragon, has any idea of how to register dissent from the neoliberal postcolonial state. Th rough his acknowledgement, Aldrick (whose name resonantly rhymes with trick) becomes the fi gure who symbolizes the infi nite reach of the state: it has immunized itself against resistance by neutralizing and incorporating the Rabelaisian energies of the carnival.
Th e carnivalesque has been policed into ineff ectiveness, so denuded of its unruliness that it can no longer claim not to be owned-economically and ideologically-by the postcolonial state. Long live the mas, the dragon is dead. It is appropriate that it should be Aldrick, the most self-conscious of the three protagonists in Aching's study, who recognizes that the moment of ideological liquidation is at hand. Th e mask, constructed out of society's detritus, the junk of the Trinidadian ghettoes, and once the very representation of subaltern creativity and always loaded with portentous meaning, is abandoned; resistance has, as it were, been junked by Aldrick. Th e dragon has no rhetorical or ideological moves left in its repertoire: the dragon can dance no more. Th e carnival, however, can go on. Th e state does not need the dragon to continue its neoliberal dance into its multinational future, a future that the present-constituted and represented by Aldrick and his constituents-portended, contained, and in truth, made possible. Th e dragon cannot dance the subaltern dance because it taught the state to dance as though it were itself a subaltern. Th e dragon danced his way right out of, if not a job (because the carnival always needs a dragon), its historic potentialities. Th e state can make like a dragon simply by wearing the dragon's clothes.
Th e mask, and masking, traditionally the symbol through which the subjugated classes (in either their anticolonial or postcolonial instantiations) instill uncertainty, and temporarily even fear, into the ruling bloc, has been shucked off by Aldrick, its main practitioner. It is not simply that the dragon can no longer dance but that it does not matter that or how or whether (or not) Aldrick dances. Th rough his reading of Lovelace, Cabrera Infante, and Chamoiseau, Aching reveals the exhaustion of the mask as a strategy for oppositionality.
In Tres tristes tigres, Cabrera Infante's corpulent bolero singer possesses little agency on or of her own. Her radical alterity, her status as the artist who embodies a racialized oppositionality to the cultural suppressions of Castro's Cuba, where the bolero represents the excesses of the prerevolutionary past and assigns it to perpetual anteriority-"ella cantaba boleros" ("she used to sing bolero"), the narrator repeats, always referring to Estrella in the past tense. Like Aldrick, Estrella is out of place, she belongs to a moment in which her mask has outlived its usefulness. Unlike Aldrick, who is only ideologically deracinated, Estrella has been physically uprooted and transplanted from Cuba to the United States, where her mask is emptied of its contextual resonance and relevance. Ironically, it is only in the light of the new cultural regime that the historical role of the bolero singer, her craft, and what it has been made to represent can be made "visible." She can only be seen where she is no longer "visible" in postrevolutionary Cuba.
Estrella is made, moreover, not so much "visible" in the Cabrera Infante chapter entitled "Th e New Visibilities" as made to stand in, for, and as a past whose cultural practices can no longer be spoken or, far less, enjoyed in postrevolutionary Cuba. It is for this reason that Estrella is not revealed to herself, because she does not recognize herself as anachronistic-as lacking, according to Aching, in "self-possession." She is blithely unaware of Codac, the photographer sans camera, and his friends socially constructing her (and, even, in the photographer's case, eventually desiring her) in that most carnivalesque of American cities, Las Vegas. Even more tragic than Aldrick, who no longer "knows," Estrella-whose name means "star" and could, ironically, easily be a metonym for the star on the new Cuban fl ag-is completely unaware. Who she is-black, corpulently libidinous, and culturally unrestrained-emerges not through an "internal" sense of agency but from the "new visibility" "imposed" upon her by Codac, himself a metonymic, hispanicized brand name. In ex-posing Estrella, Cabrera Infante's literary lens exposes a postrevolutionary society unable to confront itself or its past. Th e "new visibilities," Aching reveals, never aff ord a viewpoint that is anything but ideologically partial and riddled with cultural blind spots.
However, if Estrella cannot "see" herself, she at least is alive, unlike the deceased Solibo, the conteur ("artist of the cry") of Chamoiseau's novel who symbolizes the "moribund body of Creole oral traditions" (136). Th rough the conteur, much like with Th e Dragon Can't Dance, Chamoiseau charts the demise of the folk hero in the 1980s at the hands of postcolonial/revolutionary states whose very existence Aching reminds us, that for the subaltern "national independence did not dismantle colonial socioeconomic hierarchies" (131). In these three novels none of the vibrant elements of carnival have survived-not the rambunctiousness of the dragon or the sultryness of the bawdy tune or the garrulous energy of Creolite-and cultural death and dearth is all around, victims of the overregulating third world state.
It is paradoxical that, in setting out to make a case for lower frequency politics, Aching's book off ers a more dire prognosis. However, it is in the strains of Aldrick's "I don't know" that Masking and Power returns to its Ellisonian injunction; the condition of not-knowing, in which the moment of epistemological crisis is simultaneously the moment of philosophical opportunity, provokes the most urgent issue facing any politics of resistance in the postcolonial world: how can the political energies that for centuries sustained the carnival be recovered, retooled, made useful again in the cause of radical social transformation and pleasure? What might a postcarnivalesque politics look like? What shape might it take? Can the dragon learn a new dance? Is the carnival as political form even worth struggling for, over-a cultural practice where the state's claims upon culture should still be contested?
Th ese are all post-Ellisonian, post-Bakhtinian inquiries, questions that emerge not so much because subalterns or citizens are not sure as to whether or not they are being spoken for but because the very possibility of speaking, even on the lowest frequency, has been evacuated of political dissonance. Aldrick and the bolero singer may be seen, publicly "visible," as Aching so deftly shows, but they are heard in a discourse that they only symbolically possess-which makes it easier for the state not to hear them, or to manage how they are heard. Th e spectacle of the mas becomes, in Aching's terms, a secondary matter; in fact, it is because of the spectacular success of the colorful dragon that what Aldrick has to say has been drowned into a cacophonous emptiness.
It is, for this reason, almost a matter of inconsequence that the dragon can't dance. It matters more that he speaks and acts on frequency that is, once again, disruptively, irruptively, audible. How the dragon looks is of little signifi cance. What he says, how loudly he says it, and he-or she-says it, is the key to the post-Ellisonian dilemma. Th e abjectness of the subaltern's struggle demands that the dragon give up his costume and, instead, commandeer the nearest, most booming microphone in order that Aldrick and Solibo (whose death in any case calls for a cultural autopsy and should serve as a rallying cry for an ideological resurrection throughout the Caribbean, especially since the masked dissenters seem to be either dropping everywhere or relinquishing their traditional functions, to say nothing of the abandoned costumes strewn along the ideological highway) might fi nd a new set of lyrics with which to speak the dispossessed's truth to state power. It is only through a new, voluble language that the neoliberal postcolonial state's power can be unmasked, that masking can be claimed from power, that masking can reclaim its portent.
